GAP YEAR
ABROAD
Experience a new culture, boost your CV, and enhance
your English. Start your new adventure with Job Squad
in a cool European destination!

Why it is worth it?
Employers are more willing to hire you in the future!
This kind of experience looks good on
your CV, it shows your future employer
that you are independent and bold. So
applying for a job or studies in the future
will be easier for you.
It is also a great way to learn to live on
your own and challenge yourself.
You will meet new cultures, try new
cuisines, see the world and make friends
for life, all of this while earning and
managing your own money.

Where you can go?

Athens

Cyprus

Lisbon

Stockholm

Malta

Sofia

Malaga

Riga

Prague

Turku

European contract
We recruit for a large number of companies around Europe.
These companies need people who can speak different
languages as they provide services for big brands in all
European markets.
That means you'll have colleagues from all over Europe, and a
contract from the country you will work in. The contract
includes work benefits like health insurance or paid leave
according to European laws.

What does the job look like?
37-40 hours weekly, including breaks

3 months trial, minimum 6 months contract

3 - 4 weeks of paid training

Attitude is more important than experience

Benefits like friday bar or monthly gym pass
Work with your national language in an
international environment

Check out candidate stories here!
I came across an ad on Facebook about a job in Athens and I contacted Liisa (Finnish recruiter) to
find out more about the job. Liisa helped me with the application process and also answered many
other questions that I had about the destination. I had a job interview over Skype. then about two
months after I started the job. I needed to take care of everything in Finland before leaving, so it was
great that they let me have those months.
The day to leave finally arrived and I was very excited about the changes coming in my life. After
arrival, I had two days to look around, and then my training for work started.
The first week went so quickly and I made many new friends and I felt very welcomed. I had two
weeks' hotel accommodation and then a Spanish woman from my work came to tell me that they
were looking for a flatmate, so now I am living with two flatmates.

Now I have been working here for three months and have also gotten a chance to do some
sightseeing. It’s absolutely amazing to see and experience another culture and meet international
people.

Finnish Antti
Athens

I would recommend this to everyone: to see and explore the world. I am excitedly waiting for more
adventures to come! "Go do it, you will regret if you dont!"

https://www.jobsqd.com/candidate-stories/

How do you apply?
Contact us

Make an English CV

Interview & Test

Pack and go!

Tell us what you like, are you
more into sun or snow? How
long do you want to be away?
Do you need some inspiration?
We can help you to find the
perfect job and destination!

It's something we help you with
for free.

Your interview will be in
English and there may also be
some tests. Your recruiter will
help prepare and guide you.

Your recruiter will be there even
after you get hired. They can
advise you on where to look for
an apartment, and get you in
contact with other people at the
same destination. We make sure
you feel right at home.

You can also use our online CV
Builder, which can be found on
our website

Would you like to go with a friend?
There is nothing better than the ability to share memories!
We love sending friends or couples abroad, so they can share a
once in a lifetime experience.

If you would like to go abroad but don't
really feel like going alone, don't worry.
It's not a problem! Ask your friend
whether he/she would like to go for such
a journey together.
Many of our destinations offer more than
one kind of job position, so we can easily
find something for a pair of friends with
different interests.

Slide into our DM's here

Visit our website:
jobsqd.com

@thejobsqd

@thejobsqd

@jobsquad

